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Practical planning systems for real-world environments imply a striking challenge, because the planning and visualization techniques available are not that straightforwardly applicable. Skeletal plans
are an e ective way to reuse existing domain-speci c procedural knowledge, but leave room for execution-time exibility. However, the basic
concepts of skeletal plans are not suÆcient in our medical domain. First,
the temporal dimensions and variability of plans have to be modelled explicitly. Second, the compositions and the interdependencies of di erent
plans are not lucid to medical domain experts. The aim of our paper is to
overcome these limitations and to present an intuitive user interface to
the plan-representation language Asbru. We explored di erent representations and developed a powerful plan visualization, called AsbruView.
AsbruView consists of two views, rst, a topological view, which utilizes
the metaphor graphics of \running tracks" and \traÆc" and, second, a
temporal view, which utilizes the idea of LifeLines.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Currently, there are some plan-representation languages and various planning
techniques available. However, for someone who wants to engineer a practical
planning system for a particular real-world domain, it is not that straightforward
to simply select a representation and a technique and proceed.
We are trying to bridge the gap between theory and practice providing concrete support for medical treatment planning. We have encountered two main
problems when applying planning techniques in real-world environments: (1)
traditional plan-representation languages are not appropriate in dynamically
changing environments, like medicine; (2) it is next to impossible to communicate such complex abstract concepts to domain experts, like physicians. Therefore, we focused on a plan-representation language and a suitable visualization
of this language. Our nal aim is to support the authoring and the execution of
clinical protocols seen as time-oriented, skeletal plans. Such skeletal plans turned
out to be bene cial to capture domain-speci c procedural knowledge.
Section 2 discusses the problem area and the related techniques. Section 3
gives an overview about the time-oriented, skeletal plan-repesentation language,
called Asbru. Section 4 explains the main features of our plan visualization,

called AsbruView, using the medical scenario of mechanical ventilation. Finally,
we end up with conclusion and future plans.
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Problem Area and Approaches

In recent times, physicians have tried hard to
improve the quality of health care through increased awareness of proper disease
management techniques while simultaneously the physicians have to reduce costs
without adversely a ecting the quality of patient care. Treatment planning from
scratch typically is not necessary, as general procedures exist which should guide
the medical sta . These procedures are called clinical guidelines or protocols.
Authoring clinical protocols is a non-trivial task. Mostly, these protocols are
expressed in natural language or ow diagrams, but these kinds of representation
can not easily be transformed into a formal and structured framework [7]. The
bene ts of existing representations are: (1) writing in free text is easy; (2) medical
experts are used to working with free text or ow diagrams; (3) ow diagrams
are useful for representing sequential states and actions in a graphical way.
However, these techniques have signi cant limitations when used in practical
planning systems: (1) existing clinical protocols are partly vague concerning
their intentions and their temporal, context-dependent representations; (2) the
variability of clinical protocols is hard to represent in a structured way (e.g.,
a medical goal can be achieved by di erent therapeutic actions); (3) it is quite
diÆcult to cope with all possible orders of plan execution and all the exception
conditions that might arise; (4) it is hard to represent the concurrent actions, the
di erent temporal dimensions, the high numbers of possible transitions, and the
mutual dependencies of parameters in an easy to comprehend way. Therefore,
hardly any of the existing protocols are formulated in an appropriate way, which
would facilitate computer support.
Medical Treatment Planning.

Clinical protocols can be seen as plans,
procedures, or algorithms, which need to be executed depending on a patient's
health conditions within a certain time interval.
The planning and scheduling problems have been attacked in two major ways:
approaches which try to understand and solve the general problem without using
of domain-speci c knowledge (domain-independent approaches) and approaches
which use domain heuristics directly (domain-dependent approaches). The \classical" domain-independent approach that many planners use describes states
and operators in a restricted language known as the STRIPS language [3], or
in extensions thereof. The STRIPS language is based on situation calculus [10].
Therefore, all approaches that descended from STRIPS are unable to handle durative events and actions, uncertainty and variability in the utility of available
actions, and concurrent and cyclical execution of plans. STRIPS's search space
is close to situation space. The usual assumptions are that only the agent a ects
the state of the world, that all actions occur instantaneously, that e ects of actions are instantaneous, and that all actions follow one another with no break
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inbetween. Finally, classical planning and scheduling assume complete and deterministic information about the world's states and the e ects of actions. These
assumptions are inappropriate in medical domains.
To overcome some of these limitations, approaches as the planning initiative
\Shared Planning and Activity Representation" (SPAR [17]), the procedural
reasoning systems (PRSs, [6]), situated and reactive planning ([4], [16], [20]) or
O-Plan [18] were proposed. However, we need to have greater temporal reasoning
power and to focus on new issues such as temporally extended goals [1].
Another way is representing procedural knowledge as a library of skeletal
plans. Skeletal plans are plan schemata at various levels of detail that capture
the essence of procedures, but leave room for execution-time exibility in the
achievement of particular goals [5]. However, the basic concepts of skeletal plans
are not suÆcient in the medical domain, either. The temporal dimensions and
variability of clinical protocols have to be modelled explicitly in skeletal plans.
Graphical representations support the understanding of
complex coherences. In the last years, many visualization techniques were introduced to improve the understanding of the relationship between several variables
(e.g., [13], [8], [19]). Cole and Stewart [2] suggested to use metaphor graphics
to display a collection of di erent parameters over time (e.g., minute-ventilation
rectangles representing the mechanical ventilator data) and found that human
performance on interpreting mechanical ventilator data can be improved significantly [2]. This approach assumes that \metaphor graphics are custom tailored
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visual displays designed to look like the real world situation from which the data
is collected, but not in a literal sense of `look like' " [2]. We extended the idea of

metaphor graphics in the literal sense of \metaphor" [9]. A metaphor supports
comprehending an unknown complex concept using a well-known concept.
We are more interested in plan visualization than in visualization of multidimensional data. Besides ow charts, graphical animation languages, visual
(programming) languages, and process modeling techniques, LifeLines [12] provide an excellent way to represent data and actions over time. LifeLines are
diagrams with time lines proceeding from left to right. These lines are drawn in
di erent vertical areas, with a label to the very left-hand side of the area. While
events whose dates are known (e.g., past events) are captured very well by this
approach, it does not deal with temporal uncertainty, di erent temporal orders
of plans, and compulsory or optional plans.
Do We Need? We have already developed a planrepresentation language, called Asbru, which explicitly de nes all the necessary
knowledge roles. However, we ended up with a quite complicated and diÆcult
to comprehend language (compare Section 3). We could not communicate the
basic concepts to the domain experts { the physicians. Therefore, we need a plan
visualization, which is able to capture:
1. hierarchical decomposition of plans (which are uniformly represented in a
plan-speci cation library);

Which Features

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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compulsory and optional plans;
temporal order: sequential, concurrent, and cyclical execution of plans;
temporal uncertainty;
continuous (durative) states, actions, and e ects;
intentions considered as high-level goals; and
conditions, that need to hold at particular plan steps.

Asbru Language

Considering all shortcomings of traditional plan-representation languages, we
de ned a temporal, skeletal plan-speci cation language, called Asbru [11]. Asbru
is part of the Asgaard project1 [15], in which we are developing task-speci c
problem-solving methods (PSMs) based on such time-oriented, skeletal plans
written in the Asbru notation. These PSMs will support the design and the
execution of skeletal plans by a human executing agent other than the original
plan designer (e.g., plan veri cation, plan selection, plan revision).
A plan consists of a name, a set of arguments, including a time annotation (representing the temporal scope of a plan), and ve
components: preferences, intentions, conditions, e ects, and a plan body (layout),
which describes the actions to be executed. The plan name is compulsory and
all other components are optional. Table 1 explains the di erent components of
Asbru.

Components of Asbru.

Table 1.

Component

Preferences

May Consists of

strategy
utility
select-method
resources
responsible-actor

Intentions

Components of Asbru.
Explanation

constrain the selection of a plan
a strategy for dealing with the problem
a set of utility measures
a matching heuristic for the applicability of
the whole plan
a set of prohibited, recommended, discouraged, and obligatory resources
a set of actors, who are entitled to adapt
the protocols (e.g., physician, nurse)
are high-level goals at various levels of the
plan, an annotation speci ed by the designer; intentions are temporal patterns that
should be maintained, achieved, or avoided
continued on next page

1

In Norse mythology, Asgaard was the home and citadel of the gods. It was
located in the heavens and was accessible only over the rainbow bridge,
called Asbru (or Bifrost) (For more information about the Asgaard project see
http://www.ifs.tuwien.ac.at/asgaard/).

continued from previous page
Component

Conditions

E ects

Plan-body
(layout)

May Consists of

intermediate-state

Explanation

the state(s) that should be maintained,
achieved, or avoided during the applicability of the plan
intermediate-action
the action(s) that should take place during
the execution of the plan
overall-state-pattern
the overall pattern of state(s) that should
hold after nishing the plan
overall-action-pattern
the overall pattern of action(s) that should
hold after nishing the plan
are temporal patterns, sampled at a specied frequency, that need to hold at particular plan steps to induce a particular state
transition of the plan instance
lter-preconditions
the preconditions which need to hold initially if the plan is applicable, but can not
be achieved and are necessary for a plan to
become possible
setup-preconditions
the preconditions which need to be achieved
to enable a plan to start and allow a transition from a possible plan to a ready plan
activate-condition
a token which determines if the plan should
be started manually or automatically
suspend-conditions
the conditions which determine when an
activated plan has to be suspended
abort-conditions
the conditions which determine when an
activated, suspended, or reactivated
plan has to be aborted
complete-conditions
the conditions which determine when an
activated or reactivated plan can be
completed successfully
reactivate-conditions
the conditions which determine when a
suspended plan has to be reactivated
describe the possible e ects of plans
functional relationship
relationship between the plan arguments
and measurable parameters
overall e ect
overall e ect of a plan on parameters independent of plan's arguments
is a set of plans to be executed in sequence,
in parallel, in any order, or in some frequency
sequential
a set of plans that are executed in sequence
(do-all-sequentially) (executed in total order)
concurrent : parallel a set of plans that are executed in par(do-all-together)
allel { all plans must start together; no
continuation-condition
continued on next page
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Component

May Consists of

Explanation

concurrent : parallel a set of plans that are executed in par(do-some-together)
allel { some plans must start together;
the continuation-conditions speci ed as
subset of plans, which must be completed
concurrent : any order a set of plans that are executed in any
(do-all-any-order)
order { all plans must be completed; no
continuation-condition

concurrent : any order a set of plans that are executed in any
(do-some-any-order)
order { some plans must be completed;
the continuation-conditions speci ed as
subset of plans, which must be completed
cyclical
a repeated plan with optional temporal and
(every)
continuation arguments that can specify its
behavior
Hierarchical Decomposition of Plans. The aim is to specify di erent plans,
which are uniformly represented in a plan-speci c library. Therefore, all plans
and their subplans have the same structure. A plan in the plan-speci cation
library is composed hierarchically of a set of plans with arguments and time
annotations. The execution interpreter always attempts a decomposition of a
plan into its subplans, unless the plan is not found in the plan-speci cation
library, thus representing a nondecomposable plan (informally, an action). This
is called "semantic" stop-condition.

Intentions, states, and prescribed actions are temporal
patterns. A simple temporal pattern is a parameter proposition: a parameter
(or its abstraction), its value, a context, and a time annotation (e.g., the state

Time Annotations.

Definition:
[[ESS, LSS], [EFS, LFS], [MinDu, MaxDu], Reference]
MinDu

MaxDu
Reference

ESS

LSS

EFS

LFS

Example: [[_, _], [_, _], [180 MIN, _], I-RDS]
180 Min

undef.
I-RDS

undef.

undef.

undef.

undef.

Fig. 1. Asbru's Time Annotations. The upper part of the gure presents the generic
annotation and the lower part shows an example.

abstraction of the blood-gas parameter is normal, as de ned in the context of
weaning therapy, during a certain time period).
The time annotations allow us to represent uncertainty in starting time, ending time, and duration [14]. This time annotation supports multiple time lines
by providing reference annotations. Temporal shifts from the reference annotation are de ned to represent the uncertainty in starting time, ending time,
and duration, namely earliest starting shift (ESS ), latest starting shift (LSS ),
earliest nishing shift (EFS ), latest nishing shift (LFS ), minimal duration
(MinDu), and maximal duration (MaxDu). The temporal shifts are associated
with time units (e.g., minutes, days) and can be \unknown" or \unde ned" to
allow incomplete time annotation, denoted by an underscore \ ". To allow temporal repetitions, sets of cyclical time points and cyclical time annotations are
de ned. Figure 1 illustrates these time annotations.

4

AsbruView: Topological and Temporal View

Our plan-visualization approach was in uenced by the idea of metaphor graphics
([2], [8]), LifeLines [12], and the graphical-timetable design of Shinkansen Lines
(Japanese National Railroad) described in [19]. However, we are utilizing the
idea of metaphors more literally. Instead of using an abstract diagram or object
(e.g., rectangles, growing and shrinking circles), we are applying signs from the
(more-or-less) daily life to communicate the various components of our planrepresentation language Asbru.
Our approach, called AsbruView, consists of two views, a topological view
and a temporal view. The topological view is eligible to depict the overall ows
of the di erent plans, the hierarchical decomposition of plans, the compulsory
and optional plans, and several time-oriented components of the plans. However,
this view is incapable for representing the temporal uncertainty in an appropriate
way. Therefore, we needed the temporal view to embody this dimension, too.
4.1

Topological View

The topological view is quali ed to communicate the basic concepts of Asbru and
the overall control and decompositions of plans to be executed. We are utilizing
the metaphor of \running tracks" to visualize such a plan. The 3-dimensional
objects sketch the \running tracks". The width represents the time axis, the
depth represents parallel plans on the same level of decomposition, and the
height represents the decomposition of plans into subplans. The cube is rotated
to the left to ensure readability in case of multiple tracks. Figure 2 presents a
screenshot of the AsbruView program. The upper part of Figure 2 shows parts
of a treatment protocol for infants' respiratory distress syndrome (I-RDS). The
general rule of unde ned components is that these icons appear in gray.
Plans can be stacked on top of each other to represent the hierarchical decomposition. For example, the plan One-of-Controlled-Ventilation is decomposed
into three subplans, called Controlled-Ventilation, Permissive-Hypercapnia, or

Crisis-Management (Figure 2). These three subplans will be executed in any
order (do-some-together). However, Controlled-Ventilation is compulsory (displayed with plain background) and the other two subplans are optional (displayed with question-mark texture). The nishing-line ( ag) stands for the
complete-conditions.
We are using the metaphor of \traÆc" to visualize the other ve kinds of
conditions (Figure 2). The sign \No Entry with Exceptions" symbolizes the
filter-preconditions. The supplementary sign stands for the exeptions, like
\Except Buses", which we are using to name the filter-conditions (e.g., \Except Females" allows only females to enter the track). A barrier, which illustrates
the fact that this condition can be achieved, embodies the setup-preconditions
(and thus the barrier will be opened). The traÆc light includes three kinds of
conditions: the red light symbolizes the abort-conditions, the yellow light the
suspend-conditions, the green light the reactivate-conditions.
4.2

Temporal View

The strengths of the temporal view are to grasp the temporal uncertainty and
to explain the plans, their subplans, and their components in more detail. We
have adapted the idea of LifeLines (compare Section 2) to represent temporal
uncertainty, di erent temporal orders of plans, and compulsory or optional plans.
The lower part of Figure 2 shows the temporal view. We are using facets
[12] for all of Asbru's components: plan body (layout), preferences, intentions,
conditions, and e ects. Facets can be opened and closed at any time, and share
a common time axis. Thus, the relation between di erent parts of the display is
very easy to understand. Vertical scrolling of the di erent facets is independent.
However, vertical scrolling within the topological or temporal view is dependent.
A plan is represented with uncertainty in starting time, ending time, and
duration. The time-annotation can be constrained implicitly by the plan's conditions (e.g., complete-conditions) or explicitly by de ning starting time, ending
time, or duration (compare Section 3). Since time annotations play an important
role in all aspects of Asbru, the same kind of representation can be used in all
facets (explanations of the time annotations are given in Figure 1). If all the
di erent components are de ned, the upper bar has to lie at least on the two diamonds, because the minimal duration must be equal or less than the di erence
between latest starting shift and earliest nishing shift (MinDu  EFS LSS ).
If the LSS or the EFS are unde ned, the black diamonds are converted to gray
circles. The two diamonds have to stay on the lower bar accordingly. The visualization of the time annotations is the only metaphor, which breaks our rule of
using only signs of the daily life instead of abstract objects.
The symbol next to every plan's name shows its type. In the example, InitialPhase is a sequential plan and One-of-CPAP-Extubation is an any-order plan; two
parallel lines would indicate a parallel plan and a cyclical arrow would illustrate
a cyclical plan. The order of execution is also indicated by the position of the
time annotation along the time axis. In case of plans that are to be executed

A screenshot of the AsbruView program. The upper part illustrates the topological view showing an example of a real clinical protocol for treating infants' respiratory
distress syndrome (I-RDS). The lower part depicts the temporal view.
Fig. 2.

in any order, the time annotations are displayed with arrows pointing to other
possible execution times (e.g., the subplan Controlled-Ventilation).

5

Conclusion and Future Plans

We outlined the necessity for suitable plan representation and plan visualization for practical planning systems in real-world domains. Our plan visualization approach is based on metaphor graphics and LifeLines, called AsbruView.
AsbruView consists of two views, which support di erent features of our planrepresentation language Asbru. Asbru is a time-oriented and intention-based
language to represent skeletal plans. We have utilized the metaphors of \running
tracks" and \traÆc". These metaphors clarify the complex plan-representation
language Asbru in a comprehensible way. We have implemented most features
of AsbruView in Javatm .
The applicability of AsbruView was evaluated with scenario-based techniques. We applied treatment protocols of mechanically ventilated newborn infants and analyzed AsbruView's expressiveness with collaborating physicians.
AsbruView is able to visualize most of the features of Asbru in an easy to understand way and supports the navigation through a complex plan-speci cation
library. Therefore, domain experts need not be familiar with the Asbru syntax
to understand a plan.
According to [9], abstract concepts are de ned by clusters of metaphors.
Each metaphor gives a partial de nition and these partial de nitions overlap in
certain ways. Therefore, better understanding of concepts may best be served
by permitting alternative metaphors even at the expense of completeness and
consistency. Alternative metaphors of our problem domain could be \road maps"
or \golf courses". However, we have rst chosen the metaphors of \running
tracks" and \traÆc", which seemed easier to comprehend and more appropriate
for our domain experts.
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